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On 1st January 1995 during a relatively severe winter storm at the Draupner platform in the central North Sea, a
downwards-pointing laser sensor recorded a time history containing a remarkably large wave. This presentation will
discuss the characteristics of this wave with a peak crest elevation of 18.5m, showing that most of its features can
be explained in terms of
1. the average shape of an extreme in a linear random Gaussian process being the scaled
auto-correlation function
2. the bound wave structure familiar from Stokes regular wave theory
3. local spectral broadening that occurs when deepwater 3rd order wave-wave interactions are important.
However, there are several curious features of the large wave still to be explained.
Firstly, there is the absence of any local wave group set-down beneath the large crest, instead there is a
considerable local set-up. This set-up is a robust feature of the ‘freak’, distinguishing it all other large (but
admittedly not as large) waves in the Draupner records for 1st January.
Secondly, the statistics of the 2nd order sum bound harmonics imply that the non-dimensional water depth is
kd~1.6, surprisingly close to the critical value of kd=1.36 where the 3rd order wave-wave interactions in the 1-D
NLS-equation switch from focusing to de-focusing.
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Motivation

On 1st January 1995 at the Draupner platform in the central North Sea,
in a sea-state with a significant wave height of approximately 12m,
a freak wave with a peak elevation of 18.5m above still water level was
recorded.
What is the probability of occurrence of this freak wave?
Has new physics, not incorporated in standard approaches to offshore
engineering design, played any clear role in the generation of this freak wave?
Can the ‘design wave’ called NewWave accurately model the underlying linear
contribution to this observed wave?

Talk will focus on

Height of Draupner crest
Trough-crest asymmetry - directional spread sea-state
Shape of large crest – spectral bandwidth
Set-down and set-up – bound long waves

The engineering context for the modelling of freak waves
Extremes in the natural environment
- recent hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico
•
•
•
•
•

Ivan (2004)
Katrina
Rita
more named storms this year - above previous max set in 1969
massive damage to offshore oil/gas infrastructure

•

Climate change ?

A moderate storm in the northern North Sea in the winter

A freak wave in the central North Sea ?

www.math.uio.no/karstent/seminarV05/
Haver2004.pdf

Field data from Draupner 1st Jan 1995
The New Year wave and 1 hour later
~ same Hs and spectrum

Crest-trough comparison
- sort peak crest elevations and peak trough depressions into ascending order

Measured wave records

Linearisation

Local Stokes expansion backwards, then
search for S22 value removing net skewness

Linearised wave records

η L ≈ η − D2 (η 2 − η H 2 )

Second and third order sum contributions
The first three terms of a Stokes water wave expansion:

η = ηL + η2 + η3 = a cosφ + D2a2 cos2φ + D3a3 cos3φ
Linear contribution and its Hilbert transform:

ηL = a cosφ
ηLH = a sinφ
Second and third order sum contributions:

(

η2 = D2a2 cos2φ = D2 ηL2 −ηLH 2

(

)

η3 = D3a3 cos3φ = D3ηL ηL2 − 3ηLH 2

)

Linearised wave record:

(

)

(

ηL = η − D2 ηL2 −ηLH 2 ≈ η − D2 η2 −ηH 2

)

η is high-pass filtered to remove the second order difference contribution
We seek the coefficient D2 that sets the skewness of ηL to zero

Second and third order sum contributions

- Histogram
- Reflected histogram

Draupner 15:20 wave record: D2=0.0137
Draupner 16:20 wave record: D2=0.0146

(with New Year wave removed)
(D2=S22/d)

Second and third order sum contributions
Stokes water wave expansion for finite water depth (Fenton, 1990):

η(t ) = a cosφ + a2kB22 cos2φ + a3k 2 B33 cos3φ
B22 = coth(kd )

(

(1 + 2S )
2(1 − S )

3 1 + 3S + 3S 2 + 2S 3
B33 =
8(1 − S )3
S = sech(2kd )

)

This can be reformulated as:

η(t ) = a cosφ + a2

S22
S
cos2φ + a3 332 cos3φ
d
d

Draupner

S22 = kB22 × d
S33 = k 2 B33 × d 2

Using kd =1.6: S22= 1.0987 (D2=kB22=0.0157)
S33=1.5655

Average wave shape of extreme in linear random Gaussian process :
NewWave
average shape

~

auto-correlation function

Lindgren 1970 Boccotti 1983

Fourier transform of spectrum

- result connects shape of extremes to mean properties
- isolated wave group allows realistic modelling of an extreme event

η

NewWave = AN
t

S (ω ) cos(ωt )dω
∫
×
∫ S (ω )dω

AN = (2m0 (ln N ))

1/ 2

AN - magnitude of crest is Rayleigh distributed

Fifth order NewWave
- Stokes’ 5th order wave theory is used
- Stokes’ coefficients are defined using kd =1.6
- The temporal contributions for all non-linear terms up to 5th order are
defined in terms of the linear wave record and its Hilbert transform
- Amplitude of linear NewWave = 14.7m
- Crest of fifth order NewWave = 18.5m = Crest of New Year wave

Stokes wave expansion up to fifth order:
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η(t ) = a cosφ + a2

See Walker, Taylor and Eatock Taylor AOR 26, 73-83 (2004)

For linear crest amplitude 14.7m,
Draupner wave is a 1 in ~200,000 wave
but… 10% reduced Stokes 2nd order coeff and local wave SHAPE ?

Stokes-type
Coeffs

Is this difference significant ?
Water depth

Draupner vertical asymmetry –15:20 and 16:20 records (100 waves each)

High-pass filtered

Laboratory experiments:
Canadian Hydraulic Centre
1-D random waves in a basin
1000 waves
JONSWAP spectrum, kd ~ 1.6

ηL ≈ η −

S 22 2
2
(η − η H )
d

Linearised as before

2nd order sum coeff IS DIFFERENT for CHC
and DRAUPNER RECORDS

Eulerian surface elevation time history from a single sensor
Any directional information ?
linear signal – NO
nonlinear Stokes-like bound harmonics – MAYBE
Largest harmonics are 2nd order
sum (crest-trough vertical asymmetry) and difference (wave group structure)
Here, we consider the sum term only
- in careful lab expts and field data from North Sea
IN PARTICULAR, S 22 IS SENSITIVE
TO THE LOCAL DIRECTIONAL SPREADING OF THE WAVE FIELD

Relative change of 2nd order sum interaction kernel S22 away from
in-line Stokes 2nd order coefficient
from Dalzell AOR 1999, Dean & Sharma 1981
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2nd order sum :
measured and re-created using linear
signal
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Experimental wave groups in the UK Coastal Research Facility

Wave groups in UKCRF – same frequency content
uni-directional

and

directionally spread – uniform with angle up to +/- 30 

Angle of spreading 
uniform range

rms spread

-10 +10
-30 +30

6
17

2nd order coeff. relative to zero spreading
Experimental
0.98
0.88

Theory
0.984
0.873

Taking the effective wave depth as kd=0.8

ASCE Waves 2005, Madrid, July 2005

S22 coefficients for Draupner lower than CHC basin data by 8 and 14%
Corresponding to estimated rms spreading angle ~ 15 and 20 deg

Directional buoy measurements of spreading angle ~ 20 deg from Auk

Spreading estimate reasonable but…
Unfortunately, we can’t do any better – statistical variability
– 100 waves isn’t enough

NewWave fitted to the New Year wave
– estimated from spectrum for 20min record

Fit quality : perhaps OK but NewWave troughs too deep, crest too wide

Modification to the NewWave spectrum to improve the local fit ?

Best-guess spectral changes required to fit New Year wave
(schematic)
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Broadening of the peak

Growth of the high tail

Compatible with 3rd order wave-wave interactions (at least if deep water)

Necessary local spectral changes to
better fit the New Year wave
ARE compatible with deepwater 3rd
order wave-wave interactions
HOWEVER, the water depth at Draupner is 70m,
kd ~ 1.6
Close to the limit of kd=1.36 where the NLS eqn
changes from focussing to defocussing.

______ kh deep, peak elevation

1-D simulations:
same linear initial condition
kd=1

kd=1.5

Draupner wave – a rogue-like aspect ?
– local set-up not set-down from the long bound waves
Second order difference contribution
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Second order difference contribution to the New Year wave

For all large waves (largest 10%)
→second order difference set-down

EXCEPT the New Year wave
which exhibits a set-up!

2nd order difference contribution estimated by
low-pass filtering at 0.04Hz 0.03Hz 0.02Hz
Small ~0.5m in 18.5m but interesting!
Explanation might be low-side spectral broadening - 3rd order wave-wave interactions ?

Second order difference contribution
Full 2nd order wave theory (Dean and Sharma, 1981) used to estimate
the difference contribution to NewWave profiles

Largest wave in 15:20 record
linear amplitude = 14.7m
difference contribution = -1.12m

Largest wave in 16:20 record
linear amplitude = 9.3m
difference contribution = -0.44m

Conclusions

A technique has been developed to estimate the net 2nd order sum contributions,
which are affected by directional spreading.
The Draupner sea-state is slightly directionally spread ~ 20 deg
The New Year wave is ~ 1 in 2×105 waves
– comparable to the estimate of Prevosto (2002)
A 5th order NewWave reproduces the New Year wave reasonably well,
but is too narrow banded.
The necessary spectral broadening is compatible with deepwater 3rd order wave-wave
interactions BUT kh ~ 1.6
Large waves have a significant set-down,
EXCEPT for the New Year wave which has a set-up.

